A procedure is described for using t he J<'araday-rotation fading of a satelli te rad io signa l to measure the ionospheric electron content pel' unit column up to the heigh t of the satelli te. At fr eq uencies as low as 20 Mc the rotation of t h e plane of polarization cannot be assum ed to be proport iona l to fNB cos 0 dl along t he line of sight. The simplifying assump tions implied by t his ex pression are avoided , and full account is take n of ionospheric refraction, using the collision-free fo rm of t he Appleton-Hartree eq uation. Results based on observatio ns of 1958 D elta 2 are presented. The subsatellite electron conten ts have been d eri ved throug hout t he satellite passes for heights both above and belo,,' the fi'-p eak; the latter compare "'ell with valu es derived fr om simultaneous ionograms. Th e method a lso permits the study of large-scale irregula ri t ies in electron co ntent. Suc h irregularities, having lateral dim ensions of a few hundred kilometers a nd fra ctional deviations in s ubsatellite electr on content of abo ut 0.01 , have bee n detected. Our observations s uggest that satelli te polarizat ion studies ofTe r important ad vantages over other methods of i nvestigating these irreg ulari t ies.
Introduction
The study of the ionosphere by means of the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of a radio wave has developed fro111 the early moon-radar work of Murray and Hargr eaves [1] . These and other authors have show n that, after making crrtain assumptions, one may write if> = p i NB cos odl where if> = the rotation of the pla ne of polarization, A = a constant, j = frequeney of radio wave, N=number density of electrons, B = magnetic field strength,
O= angle between magnetic field and direction of propagation, dl=element of path along the line of sight l.
It has been eustomary to rewrite eq (1) in the form
where i is the zenith angle of the line of sight, and a mean or "effeetive" value of B cos 0 sec i is taken along the ionospheric part of the path.
I Presented at OOSPAR First International Space Science SympOSium, N ice, F'ranee, January 11 to 15, 1960. , Oontribu tion from Oentral Radio Propagation Laboratory, rational Bureau of Sta ndards, Boulder, 0010. Equation (2) shows that, within the limi ts of accuracy imposed by the approximations used in its derivation , an experimental meaSlU'emen t of if> permits calculation of the electron content. in'.r a vertical column of the ionospher e. In practice, if> is usually indetermin ate by n7r, and additionaUnformation is normally req uil'ed befor e the value of ,r N dh can be derived unambiguously.
The approximations implicit in eq (2) are as follows:
(1) The observing fr equency, j, is very much larger than the maximum plasma frequen cy, f e, along Lhe line of sight. ( 2) The observing frequency is very much gr eater than the gyJ."omagnetic frequency,fH. (3) The quasi-longitudinal approximation of the Appleton-Hartree equation m ay be used. (4) The zenith distance, i, is small and the ionospheric thiclmess is very small compared with the radius of the earth. (These conditions restrict the variation of B , cos 0 and sec i along the line of sight and permit the use of an average value of each quantity along the ionospheric part of the path . They also minimize the errors which arise due to the neglect of ionospheric refraction. In the presence of such refraction, the radio energy does not traverse the single straight line assumed in eq (2) ; instead the ordinary and extraordinary waves Lraverse two different refracted paths.) (5) The ionospheric electron density contours are spherically stratified.
In view of the above limitations, the moon-radar studies of ionospheric electron content have usually been made at frequen cies in excess of 100 Mc and at fairly high angles of elevation.
The advent of satellite-borne radio transmitters has offered a new opportunity for Faraday-rotation studies of the ionosphere [2] . It is important to note that satellite studies, in principle at least, have the advantage that the electron content of the ionosphere can be measured over a wide range of latitudes from a single observing site, within the course of the few minutes duration of a satellite passage. In order to make full use of this advantage, however, it is necessary to remove the restriction to low zenith angles ; it is also desirable to use frequencies relatively close to the ionospheric critical frequency in order to improve the sensitivity of the observations.
The failure of eq (2) at low frequencies and at large zenith angles is strikingly demonstrated by simultaneous observations of the 20-and 40-Mc signals . from the Soviet satellites. Equation (2) predicts that the ratio of the Faraday rotation rates on the two frequencies shall be 4.0; in fact ratios of up to 5.0 have been observed, and on occasion, for a short period of time the sense of rotation has even been opposite on the two frequencies.
The purpose of this paper is to present a method of analysis whereby the assumptions implicit in eq (2) are eliminated. The method permits the deduction of accurate values of is N dh throughout a satellite pass, at frequencies as low as 20 :\1c.
The main part of the paper opens with a description of the techniques used in recording the Faradayrotation data. This is followed by an outline of the method of analysis; results of the application of the method to a low and a high pass of 1958 D elta 2 (Sputnik III) are given. The accuracy and limitations of the method are then examined. The paper concludes with a discussion of the large-scale ionospheric irregularities revealed by the analysis, and of the sensitivity and value of the Faraday-rotation technique for such studies.
. Observational Methods
The satellite-observing facility at the Table Mesa field site (lat. 40°7.7 ' N , long. 105°14.3' W) of the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory was constructed in the spring of 1958. Interferometer, Doppler, and polarization measurements have been made each day since May 15, 1958 , on the close passes of 1958 Delta 2, using a variety of antennas, baselinp lengths, and baseline orientations.
The Faraday rotation records which form the observational data for this paper were taken using horizontal, linearly polarized 20-Mc dipoles mounted >-./3 above the ground. The antennas were connected via coaxial transmission lines to standard commercial communication receivers which were operated with the receiver A VC on. The A VC voltages were recorded on multichannel Sanborn pen recorders at chart speeds of 1 cm/sec. In the absence of AVC the receiver output would have varied quasi-sinusoidally as the plane of polarization rotated relative to the antenna. AVC was used in order to obtain an essentially logarithmic input-output reCClver characteristic; the normal quasi-sinusoidal output, waveform was thereby replaced by a waveform having broad maximums and very narrow, welldefined nulls. These nulls were often sufficiently well defined to permit their timing to an accuracy of 0.1 sec.
An alternative receiver output presentation has also been used. Two receivers having equal gain were connected to two similar antennas, one oriented N-S, the other E -W . The AVC outputs of the two receivers were subtractpd and the resultant voltage recorded on the pen recorder. Since the receiver outputs for the two orthogonal antennas may be (approximately) expressed as log sin wt and log cos wt respectively (where w= angular rate of rotation of the plane of polarization), their difference is equal to log (sin wt/cos wt )=lo g (tan wt) . The resultant waveform is nearly triangular, with equal positive and negative slopes and cusps at the null-times on each antenna. This form of presentation was found advantageous when the satellite signal was fading irregularly, or when the fading rate was so fast as to merge with the beeping of the satellite signal.
A third method, used occasionally, was to record the relative phase of the radio signals received on circularly polarized antennas of opposite sense of rotation. This method has the advantage of provid ing continuous information on the orientation of the plane of polarization, rather than information on null-times only. The technique was not found useful on 1958 Delta 2, primarily owing to the intermittent , beeping character of the signal.
Method of Analysis
Our method for the quan titative in terpretation of the observed Faraday-rotation data is described below. The essential feature is the computation of the expected time variation of the specific rotatory power, O(t) , of the electrons along the line of sight, as the satellite moves along a known path through a model ionosphere. OCt) is defined by (3) and is a measure of the efficiency of the electrons below the satenite in producing Faraday rotation. cilM(t) is the variation, with time, of the total Faraday rotation of the satellite signal as it traverses the model ionosphere en route to the observer, and IM(t) is the variation with time of the subsatellite electron content, i S N dh, in the model. cilM"(t) is computed by a ray-tracing program, and IM(t) is readily obtained by an integration of the model ionosphere, hence OCt) can be computed.
In order to derive OCt) correctly , a moderately accurate ionospheric model is desirable, although as l shown in section 5, high accuracy is not required. This fortunate feature arises from the fact that reasonable changes in the model affect cilM(t) and 1M Ct) in almost the same proportion , and their ratio is therefore essentially un changed .
Having detennined OCt) for the model in this manner, we make use of the observed values of Farada y TO ta tion, .p (t) to de termin e the true ionoph eric electron con ten t by writin g
The observed val ues of .p (t) are, in general, un certain by an additive constant, n7r; the manner by which this uncerta inty may be reduccd is discussed in section 4. The me thod is now examined in greater detail ; the reader will find it helpful to refer to figure 1 as each new step is discussed.
Orbital elements of th e satell ite were u sed to compute its position , relative to the observing station , at each of several selected times durin g the passage. Th e elemen ts used were based on those of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory or The circles 0,' ovals represent processes carried out with a digital com puter; tbe rectangular bows represent input or output data for these processes. less accurate than the former b ut, if the time of closest approach is adj usted to agree with local observations, the r emaining errors have been found to have sligh t effect on the derived values of I .
For heights up to F -peak, spherically stratified ionospheric models were used, based upon true-height analysis of local ionosonde data. The profiles a bove F-peak were obtained by assuming them to be those of a Chapman layer. This approach is a co nven ient one, as the Chapman function has the propel' slope at the F-peak and asympLotically approaches a decayin g exponential function at great hei gh ts. After fitting the funcLion at F-peak, only one adj ustable param eter r emains, the a ympLo tic exponen tial decay constant. 'vYe shall rcler Lo Lhis consLant as the "electron scale he ight. " It should be noLed Lhat the Chapman fun ction i h e)'e used only a a co nvenient mathemaLical model, without a ny regard to its physical basis. If the val ues of I obLained from a satellite which is above the F-peak differ significan tly from the cOlTesponding values of 1M , the electron scale h eigh L may be adj li sted until agreemen t is reached.
The assumpLion of spherical sLratiflCation can be removed by the inclusion of a horizontal gradient in th e ionosphere model. On e m ethod foJ' the determination of such a gr ad ien L from spaced ionograms is illustrated in fLgure 2. H ere values of JoF2 have bee n plo tted from simul taneous observations over a wide area, an d co ntours of f oF2 drawn. The values of criti cal frequency thus deduced along the saLellite track (and assumed Lo be at Lhe same true height) provide factor s by which Lh e electron-densiLy profile at Boulder must be mulLiplied to approximate the actual ionosphere along th e track . The n ecessity for including horizon tal gradi ents adds no particular difficul ty to the ray-Lracing proce dure , but it Pl'Oviclcs another adjusLable parameter which mu st be determined, and thus it weitkens t he deLerminaLion of electron scale height above the P'-peak. The geomagnetic field is commonly represented by the field of a dipole of appropriate strength and orientation at the center of the earth. When, as in the present application , the field is needed over only a limited portion of the earth, a significant improvement can be made by adjusting the strength and orientation of the dipole to best fit the observed field in that region. Such a "modified dipole" field has been used for some of the results presented here. A more accurate, but much more laborious method is to add higher-order terms to the spherical-harmonic representation of the field . This method has been used with terms up to order six, but only for comparison with the modified dipole results because it involves an impractically long calculation. When used in ray tracing, the 48-term polynomial for the magnetic potential must be solved four times to calculate the vector magnetic field. For each position of the satellite, this entire operation is repeated at dozens of points along each ray, and must be done not only for the final rays but for all the trial rays which fail to connect the satellite and the observer. The relative accuracy of results based on the modifi.ed dipole field and the complete spherical-harmonic representation is discussed in a later section.
Once the satellite motion is known and models have been chosen for the ionospheric electron-density profile and for the geomagnetic field, the specific rotatory power, C(t), of the ionosphere can be obtained by ray tracing. Since C depends upon the direction of the geomagnetic field relative to the ray and on the zenith angle of the ray, it obviously varies with time dUl'ing the passage of the satellite. In obtaining <I>M, and hence C(t), we have used a variety of ray-tracing programs.
The simplest program we have used evaluates J: N B cos 8 sec i dh along the straight line £rOIn the observer to the satellite. This is an improvement over the use of eq (2) in that it eliminates the assumption of a thin ionosphere and, to some extent, permits the use of larger zenith angles and horizontal ionospheric gradients. The high-frequency and quasi-longitudinal approximations remain, however, and the effects of refraction are ignored.
A second program, designed to overcome the difficulties of the high-frequency approximation, evaluates the integral 27f/"A is (fJ-o-fJ-e) dl along the straight line from observer to satellite. Here !J-o and fJ-e are the local refractive indices of the ionosphere for ordinary and extraordinary waves traveling along the line of sight. Half of this integrated difference between the ordinary and extraordinary phase path lengths gives <I>M. 1M is determined by simple integration of N dh along the straight line. Since this second program uses the complete collisionfree form of the Appleton-Hartree equation (see for example, ref [3] ) to evaluate J. 1.o and fJ-e, the highfrequency approximation is removed. For nearly transverse propagation the Faraday rotation IS critically dependent upon 8, so it is meaningless to speak of removing the quasi-longitudinal approximation as long as refraction is neglected.
A third program, involving considerably more computer time, includes most of the effects of refrac-
along the refracted path which the radio ray would follow in the absence of the geomagnetlc field. This program aSSllllles that the ordinary and extraordinary rays traverse the same refracted path. It works well in the quasi-longitudinal part of the sky but is quite unsatisfactory neal' the .qua~i-trar:s.verse region, where the Faraday rotatlOn IS cntlCally 8-dependent.
A final program has been developed for use in this critical portion of the sky. It is a complete raytracing program which evalu ates separately the phase paths, P o and P e, of the ordinary and extraordinary rays, along their independent refracted paths. This full ray-tracing is accomphshed by using Snell's law at the interfaces of a. series of elementary spherical shells, each conSIdered to possess constant refractive index . Referring to When a ray has been traced from the satellite to the ground it will not, in general, arrive at the observeI'. It is then necessary to make a correction to the direction of departure from the satellite, and trace another ray. Four to eight such attempts, dep ending upon t he zenith angle, are usually sufficient to discover the ray which, with sufficient accuracy, connects the satelli te to the observer. The accuracy required is such that t he small difference in phase paths, P o-P e, is known to an accuracy of one percent. (This typically requires the determinatio n of each phase p ath length to about one p art in 10 6 . ) Shell thicknesses as sm all as 10 km are generally required. In extreme cases, the IBN! 650 co mputer may r equire from 30 to 60 min to complete the process for a single position of the satelli te. Accordingly, this full ray -traci ng program is used only n ear the quasi-transverse regions of the sky, or to evaluate the accuracy of the faster, more approximate programs.
The ray-tracing procedure just describ ed is I strictl Y accurate only ' when the surfaces of constan t refractive index coincide with Lhe spherical sh ells . In fact, it has proved to be sufficiently accurate in i the case of all reasonable hori zontal gradien ts in the ionosphere. In t hese cases, the electron density of each shell must be given in terms of t he geographical location of the ray, but compftrison with a more rigorous method h as s hown that Lhe interfaces between shells may still b e co nsidered to b e norm al to the radius vector from the ce nter of the earth. A detailed description of th e ray-tracing program is in preparation.
Byproducts of the ray -tracing procedure are Lhe Doppler frequency shift and the angle of arrival. The observed D oppler shift depends not only upon the radial velo ci ty of the satellite, but also upon the lo cal electron density and upon the rate of change of integrated electron density along the ray path. These ionospheric effects are au tomatically included in the results of the ray tracing. Similarly, t he ray-tracin g program evaluates the difl'er ence in angle of arrival b etween the ordinary and e-traord inary rays, the total bending of each , and the spatial separation between each ray path and the line of sight.
It is clearly impractical to evaluate G(t) at the time of each observed Faraday-rotation null. Since its variation depends only on the geometrical position of the satellite and upon the geomagnetic field along the ray, G(t) is a smoothly varying function of time and can be represented very well by a simple polynomial. Typically, G(t) has b een evaluated by ray tracing at nine equally spaced times throughout the satellite passage, and the method described by Anderson [5] has been used to fit, by least squares, a fifth-degree poly nomial to these nine points. In every case the polynomial has agreed with the nine given values to within a small fraction of one p ercent.
Once a polynomial expression has been obtain ed for G(t), any given value of <l>(t) is readily converted to a corresponding value of 1 by means of eq (4).
Successive Faraday-rotation nulls which appear on only to observe the times at which such nulls occur, and then to assign to some one null an assumed value of <l>, in order to obtain a list. of values of cfJ(t) . The initial value of cfJ is usually selected to b e equal to the corresponding <l>M from the ray-tracing program. A method of improvin g this initial estimate is demonstrated in the n ext section.
I n some records t h e direction of 1'0 ta tion of the plane of polarization is found to reverse, i. e., dcfJ jdt changes sign. It is important to r ecognize such events on the record, and this can b e done most easily by noting the abr up t change in r elaLive phase of the fading on two Ol'Lhogonal linearly-polarized antennas.
Details of the rela tively sm all flu ctuations \V hich occm in 1 (t) become evident only by separating them from the gross value of 1. 1 (t) was therefore smoothed by a runnin g average of suitable dUTation , to giv e h (t). The duration of this smoothing interval was chosen to equal the time r equiTed for the portion of the ray which is 300 ken above the ground to move t hrough a eli Lance of 400 km. The exact dmation of this interval is therefore a fun cLion of the h eight of the satellite and of its velocity. The fractional irregularities in 1 (t ) ar e given by This process of taking the differ en ce from a smoothed value is in fact a spatial filter . It has the property of r ejeeting all Fomier eomponents with wavelengths much above 400 km and has relatively little effect upon the amplitude of components smaller than the smoothing interval.
. Some Preliminary Results of the Method
Figme 4 is a plot of the derived subsatellite electron content of the ionosphere durin g the northbound pass number 1073 of 1958 Delta 2. This 
The model of th e ionosphere used in the analysis of fig ure 4 was obtained by a linear interpolation between the true··height electron profiles deduced from ionograms taken at Boulder at 1600 and 1700 m.s.t. The available orbital elem ents have b een a djusted to give the correct time of closest approach to b etter than 1 sec. In the ray tracing for this particular pass, the 48-term expansion of the magnetic field was used, in order to obtain maximum accuracy. The derivation of OCt) was made as d escribed in section 3 above, using the full ray tracing program. The ray tracin g program permits an estimate of the total number , D , of half rotations existing at th e time of the first Faraday rotation null ; in order to f mther refine this value, a family of curves differin g only in value of D was plotted . The deI·iva tion of the most probable value of D was made as follows.
In a fixed, spherically stratified ionosphere, th e rate of change of the subsatellite electron con tent is
where N s is the electron number density at the satellite, and elh jelt is the rate of increase of h eight of the satellite. T akin g a value of D = 84, one obtains a value of 1 = 3.62 X 10 12 electrons p er squ ar e centimeter column at the time of closest approach. T he corresponding value of 1 dedu ced from the mod el (itself b ased on t he ionosonde data) is 3.46 X 10 12 , a discrepancy of 4.5 percent . The difference between 1 and 1M is roughly constant throughout t he satellite pass, and can very readily be explain ed by the effect of errors in D , in the magnetic field, in the ionospheric model used, in the assumed height of the satellite, and /or in the neglect of satellite spin and ionospheric gradients.
One striking feature of the l (t) values derived in this way is that the values do not lie on a smooth ---------------------------------------,   1% ~.~. , . smoothin g interval bei ng adjusted for each pass to correspond to a 400-km running average at a height of 300 km. Figure 6 r efers t o a south-north p ass at a height of 290 km on Sep tember 4, 1958, and figure 7 t o a 1,250-km height, n orth-south pass on September 17, 1958. Also of inter est is t hat a p ass observed by Dr. Owen Garriot t of Stanford University, and analyzed by our method, shows similar irregulfLrities. This fact would app ear to confirm that t,he ph enomenon is r eal, a nd is not introduced by our equipm ent.
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Figures 6 fLnd 7 ar c of inter est in that the irregularities observed on two very differ ent passes ar e similar in fractional deviation and in size.
. Discussion of Accuracy
The accuracy with whi ch 1, the total electron content per unit column to the height of th e satelli te, can be derived by the F araday-r ota tion m ethod dep ends upon many factors, although tb e accuracy of measurement of the irr egulari ties in 1 is pr imarily limited by scalin g errors. The magnitude of ty pi cal scaling errors is illustrated by t he scatter of t he points in fi gure 5. It is q uite sm all compared to t he m ag nitude of the ionospheric irregularities themselves.
In con trast to a ngle-of-ani val studi es, the Faraday m ethod docs not require extr emely accurate knowledge of t he position of t he satelli te. F or example, t h e low pass illustmted in fi g ure 4 was analyzed illdependen tly wi th t wo difl'er ent sets of orbi tal elem ent s. These wer e Vanguard pred ictions iss Li ed respectively 1 day befor e and 6 days a fter the p assage of th e satelli te, They gfLve apP fLr ent minimum zenith angles fLt B ould er of 1° an d 10°, and h eigh ts at closest approfLch of 236 a nd 232 km , respectivel? In each case a n al'bi tml'Y time corr ection of nen,r ly a minu te was needed to obtain agreement with t he obser ved time of closest approach at B oulder. D espite th e defi ni te disfLgreemen t betwee n t he t wo sets of elem ents , the r es ul ting values of 1 differed by less t h an 3 percen t in fLll parts of the sky excep t t h e far north , wh ere tmnsverse propfLgation and t he res ul tin g critical cl epell dcnce up on e in creased t he difrer ence t o 15 perc en t .
It has already b een men tion ed that C(t ), and th er efore 1 (t ), are n early independen t of the ionosph ere model used in th e analysis. The exten t to which this is true is illustra ted in fig ure 8 , wher e th e analysis has been carried through for t wo ionospheric models differing by a fa ctor of t wo in elec tron den sity at ea ch heigh t. The resultin g values of 1 differ by only 3 per cent near the zenith, and by less than 10 percen t at the ends of the recorded passage. As pointed out earlier , this for t una te behavior res ults from the fa ct that a change in 1M causes a nearl y proportional change in PM' In fi gure 9 we demonstrate, usin g th e passage of August 1, 1958, the importance of u tilizin g an aCC Llrate model for the geomagn etic field . Th e lowest curve shows the I (t ) which results from th e usc of th e complete spherical-harmonic expansion of the fi eld . The Gauss ian coefficients used h ere are tho se published by Fin ch and Leaton [6]. In the absence of bet ter knowledge of local geomagneti c anomalies, 'l'CA =timo of closest a pproach. includin g ionospheric curren ts, these coefficien ts represent the most accurate m ean s we h ave available fo r estimatin g the geomagnetic field in the ionosphere. F igure 9 shows, for comparison , the res ult of usin g th e standard center ed dipole field , and th e fi eld of our "modified dipole." The modified dipole, adj Ll sted to agr ee with the field at Boulcl er , removes abou t two-th irds of the total error caused by the standard cen tered dipole. Although an accurate magnetic model is n ecessary for es tima t ing 1, there is n o such requirem en t for t::..1/h . The modified 544328-60--4 dipole or, if we except the transverse-propagation region near the northern horizon, even the standard dipole, wouJd suffice for the study of the irregularities, since these are measured relative to the corresponding smoothed valu es. Figure 10 illustrates t he importance of including ionospheric refraction. B ere the correct value of I(t ), including all refractive effects, is compared with another which neglects only refraction. This latter curve results from evaluation of (27r/ ' A) J :s (J.lO-f J.e)dl along the straight lin e joining the observer and the satellite. The complete Appleton-Bartree equation (excluding absorption ) is used to evaluate J.lo and f J.e, so the high-frequency approximation is avoided. As might bc expected, neglect of refraction has no effect near th e zenith but b ecomes serious near the horizon. At the northern horizon the effect is more pronounced than in the sou th , and it is of opposite sign. These differences result from the dependence of Faraday rotation upon cos 0, a factor which varies rapidly near the northern horizon. The preceding discussion of accuracy assumes the existence of a spherically stratified ionosphere upon which irregular flu ctua tions may be supcrposed. Most of the remarks, particularly those concernin g !l.I/h continue to be valid in the presence of systematic horizontal gradients, but there is one notable exception. The determination of D, and therefore of the absolute value of I , may be seriously influenced by such gradients. The implications of this effect are discussed in some detail in the next section .
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Discussion and Interpretation of the Results
The discussion and interpretation of the results of analyses presented in earlier sections may be divided into (a) those dealing with the I(t ) values directly and (b ) those dealing with the observed irregulari ties in I ( t ) .
. Total Content
In view of the excellent agreement (for passes below Fmax) between the derived I(t ) curves and those based on the corresponding ionosonde data, it may be claimed that tbe method is an accurate one and is capa ble of deriving th e subsatellite electron content with relatively little uncertainty. It should be emphasized that the agreement shown in figure 4 is in no way exceptional and in fact is not as good as tha t obtained on at least one other pass. This excellent agreement may be taken as confirmation of the absence of any deep valley in the electron profiles between the E and the F regions, sin ce the ionosonde profiles were derived assuming the absence of such valleys.
The main limitation to the accuracy is in the determination of D by the comparison of the slope of the model I M(t) and the derived I (t ) curves. This method is unfortunately sensitive to horizon tal gradients in the electron content, and without prior knowledge of these gradients, it is apparent that significan t errors could be made in selecting D. It should be reali zed that this difficulty applies also to the Faraday " fadin g-rate" method used by several authors [7, 8, 9] .
Investigation of the change in dI/dt with D shows that a gradient of .t N dh of 2 percent per 100 km alon g the pass would change the fading rate in the zenith, and hence the deduced value of is N dh, by abou t 12 percen t. Such gradients of is N dh I must be expected, since even if they existed from I pole to equator they wouJd produce only a four-fold variation of total ionization . Over such distances ~he fo.F2 val ues typically vary by a factor of 3, Implymg, for low passes at least, a nine-fold variation in subsatellite electron content. It should also be realized that, once D has been determined unambiguously, (for example, by simultaneous polarization measurements on two closely spaced frequencies ) then the present method will become a sensitive one for investigating ionospheric gradients.
When the satellite is at a height well above the F-peak it is not possible to base the model ionosphere upon ionograms alone. Some assumption must be made concerning the shape of the upper portion of the electron density profile. As mentioned previously, the Chapman function is a convenient one to use. Its adjustable parameter, the electron scale height; must be given some arbitrary trial value. If there IS reason to suspect that horizontal gr adients may exist, it is, in addition, necessary to make some assumptions concerning them . Figure 11 illustrates the result of such an analysis of the record from a high satellite. The passage is the one shown in figure  2 , from which it is obvious that some horizontal gradient should b e included in the ionospheric model. The simplest a sump tion is that the eleetron density varies with geooTaphical position in the same way at all heights, and that f oF2 can be used as a n indicator of this variation. Acting upon this assumpLion we obtain for I M(t) the Lhree curves shown in figUl"e 11, for assumed valu es of electron scale height at Boulder of 200 km , 94 km, a nd zero. Zero scale height m eans, of co urse, that no elecLrons ex ist above the F-peak. The other t hree CUl"ves in the figUl"e illustr ate the resulting valu es of I (t) for various values of D. The I (t) cur ves shown were calculated with the ionospheric model whi ch h as an electron scale heigh t of 200 lun ; the corresponding I (t ) curves for the otller models are essentially the same. A self-consistent picture demands Lhat I (t ) agree with I M(t), a nd in th i case it is obvious from figure 11 that no combination of scale height and D can produce such ag reemeJlt. A ch ange must be made in th e ionospheric model, in such a se nse as to reduce the rate of increase of subsatellite electron co ntent with time. The f o F2 values increased markedly alon g the track, and we have assumed an equivalent increase in electron density at all h eights. Figure  11 sholVs that this assumption canno t be valid, and that the gradien ts must become relatively smaller above F -peak. In other words, the electron density at levels well above t he F-peak must be less dependen t upon geographical location than at F -peak.
The quantitative introduction of a new parameter, the rate of ch ange of the horizontal gr adieD t with height, is clearly unwarran ted without additional data, though it may become possible Lo estimaLe thi s param eter after a large number of satellite records have been analyzed.
Irregula rities
The inegularities in electron co n tent llO wn ill figures 5, 6, and 7 are of considerable inLeresL, primarily because of their large size. These irregularities are, of co urse, derived from polarization-roLat ion data, and before discussing t heir significa nce one should first consider the validity of their derivation. As discussed in section 4, th e excellent agreement betwee n the values of ClIfI derived from three completely independen t observing systems precludes the possibility that th e irregularities arc introduced by scaling errors, or by scattered signals. One is therefore forced to conclude t h at the incident polarization vector did indeed rotate irreg ularly. Such irregular ro tation could be introduced by an irregular motion of th e satellite, by s patial or temporal irregulariLies in the magnetic Held, and by spatial or Lempora.l irregularities in the electron content of the ionosphere.
The effect of the rotation of the satellite upon the observed polarization is depe nden t upon the nature of the spin. A rapid, irregular tumble of the satellite ca n be ruled out, owing to the almost complete ab ence of extel'l1al forces. Th e nonexistence of such an irregular motion was demonstmtecl by certain of the radio observatio ns, which showed a regu lar sequen ce of nulls, superimposed upon the normal F,tJ'ttday rotation , and occurring simul taneo usly on nIl polarizations. These nulls nrc in terj)retecl as due to satelli te rotatio n, the signal fadi ng eac h time the rotatin g dipole was directed toward t he observer. The time i nterval between these ]lulls was approximately 45 sec, implyi ng a full rotation period of abou t 90 sec.
The effect of a reg ular rotation of the sittellite upon the observed pohtriZ<Ltion is dependent UpOIl the relationship between the orie ntations of the spi n axis and the satelli te nnte nn a. In the case where t be spin flxis is p;traUel to the dipole, no effect will be observed. For orthogonal spill and dipole axes, the satelli te s pin will add to or subtract f rom the Faraday rotat ioll, tllC cOlTe ction reversing in sig n as the observer passes through th e pla ne of t he rotatin g dipol e. In the Cflse where tbe flngle betweell the spin and the dipole axes is neith er zero 1I 0r 90 0 , it is convenient to difi"ere ntinte between two conditions (a) where the observer lie inside the cO il e formed by the rotati ng a n tenna a nd (b) where t he observer lies outside t hi s co ne. III ge ner,tl , t here will be a transitio n between case (<1) a nd case (b) as the satellite moves across the sky. In the regio n of sky defined by case (a), the satellite s pi n will adel to or subtract from the Farfldar rotat ion; for case (b) t he observer will see the norrnaJ Farada.v rotation plus a sinusoidal rocking of t he polarization vector, of amplitude equal to the angle between the spin and t he dipole axes, a nd period equal to the full rotation period of the satellite. In t he former case the satellite rotation will in tl"Ocluce il. cumulati ve enol' to t he derived valucs of I (t) ; for t he httter case, quasi-sinusoidal oscillations of I (t) of amplitude not greater than thtl.t introduced by a ± 90 0 shift in polarization rotation wi ll be observed.
The derivcd irregularities of fi gures 5, 6, and 7 arc not co nsistent with the suggestion that they Me due to a regular satelli te rotation. The irregular ities are not sinusoidal, as would have been expected if the.v were due to satellite rotation. Instead of a period of about 90 sec, the irregularities of figures 5 and 6 had periods of the order 40 to 50 sec, while those of figure 7 had periods considerably greater than 100 sec. Although the amplitude of the polarization flutter responsible for the irregularities of figures 5 and 6 was less than 90°, twd was therefore consistent with the satellite-rotation hypothesis, the polarization irregularities observed during the pass of figure 7 were several times too large to be due to a regular satelli te rotation. In addition, the amplitude of the irregularities in D.I/h , if due to satellite rotation, would be inversely proportional to the total amount of Faraday rotation existing at any time. A four-or five-fold increase in the amplitude of the irregularities should therefore have been observed in figures 5 and 6 as the satellite moved from the southern horizon toward the quasitransverse region; no such increase was observed. For these reasons, therefore, we conclude that the observed irregularities in polarization angle were not due to satellite rotation.
Owing to the magnitude of the phenomenon (roughly ± 1 percent variation in total amount of polarization rotation), it does not seem possible that the observed irregularities could be due to temporal variations in the magnetic field or in the subsatellite electron content. For the same reason, it does not seem likely that they were due to spatial irregularities in the magnetic field. For this to be the case, the longitudinal component of the geomagnetic field would have had to vary irregularly , relative to our magnetic model, by roughly ± 1 percent in distances of the order of 300 km. Since maps of the surface magnetic field do not show such irregularities in the central United States, it would seem unlikely that they could exist at heights of the order of several hundred kilometers. It should be possible to test for such an effect by correlating the irregularities deduced from similar satellite passes, but as yet this test has not been carried out due to lack of fully analyzed data. There remains one final alternative explanation of the deduced irregularities. The values of OCt)
are derived by a curve-fitting process, and any irregular variations in the computed OCt) relative to the true OCt) for a spherically stratified ionosphere would show up as irregularities in the electron content. The curve fitting process has therefore been tested. An analytical expression having a variation similar to that of OCt) was obtained, and nine points along it were determined. The curve fitting program was then used to derive the best fitting 5th degree polynomial for these nine points. The agreement between values derived from the polynomial expression and from the original analytical expression was always within 0.1 percent, indicating that irregularities in the derived OCt) curves were not responsible for the deduced variations in electron content.
On the basis of the above discussion, we conclude that the observed irregularities are correctly ascribed to variations in subsatellite electron content. We proceed now to discuss the properties of the irregularities; to relate our observa tions to other observations of large scale ionospheric irregularities, and to evaluate the Faraday-rotation method relative to other methods for observing such irregularities.
The following points may be made concerning these observed variations in subsatellite electron content:
(a) They have spatial extent of the order 300 km .
(b) Their intensity is such as to modulate the subsatellite electron con ten t by roughly ± 1 percent.
(c) They are not limited to a narrow height range (otherwise the fractional deviation would be considerably less for high passes than for low passes).
(d) On occasion, at least, they were present for heights as low as 230 km.
(e) They are of common daytime occurrence at latitude 40 deg. The fom passes analyzed in detail to date all show their presence; a cursory examination of the observational data suggests that they are present on many, perhaps even the majority, of the records.
(f) Their intensity apparently is limited to maximum values of fractional deviation of the order of a few percent.
(g) There is no evidence as yet concerning their diurnal, seasonal, or magnetic storm dependence, though information concerning these is presumably available in the numerous, as yet unanalyzed, records.
Several authors have given experimental evidence of the existence of large-scale ionospheric irregularities. The observations of large-scale traveling disturbances in the ionosphere by Munro [10] suggest that the irregularities he observed are related to our own observations. From Australian studies of the virtual height of reflection of HF radio waves, he was able to deduce the frequent occurrence, during daytime hours, of traveling disturbances in the F region having dimensions up to several hundred kilometers. Bramley and Ross [11] using angle of arrival measurements, and Whitehead [12] , and Jones et a1.
[13] from studies of the "bursts" in amplitude of ground-based transmissions have been abJe to confirm the existence of similar irregularities in the northern hemisphere. In general, however, quantitative data on the intensity of the irregularities is lacking, and it is therefore not possible to be certain that the irregularities we observe are of the 11unro type; in particular, our observations to date do not permit the study of their motion.
Evidence of large-scaJe ionospheric irregularities has also been obtained by Vitkevitch and Kokurin [14, 15] using radio astronomical somces. These authors made measurements of the angle of arrival of radio waves from the celestial radio sources and found evidence of slow oscillations in the apparent source position relative to the true source position. They estimate that the irregularities in total electron content of the ionosphere have lateral dimensions of the order 300 to 400 km and intensity of up to several percent, in good agreement with our observations of the variations in subsatellite electron content.
Unlike the satellite data, the nonsatellite methods described above have not given more than rough estimates of the irregularities in ionospheric electron c.,on tent; and in particular the nonsatellite methods do not readily permit th e rapid study of the irregularities over wide geographical areas from a single site. It is of interest to consider whether the other parameters of a satellite radio wave (amplitude, frequency, and direction of arrival ) may also be useful in the study of these large-scale irregularities. Examination shows that these alternative methods are unlikely to prove effective. The r ecordings of amplitude "bursts" of satellite signals, analogous to the ampli tude studies of Whitehead, and Jones et al., would not appear to be a suitable method, owing to (Iifficulties arising from the very grea t variations of signal strength due to the changing satell ite range, and the changing efficiencies of the polarized transmitting and receiving antennas along the (moving) line of sight. A second effect of the ionospheric irregularities is that they will modify the ionospheric distortion of the free-spaee Doppler curve of a moving satellite. Any Doppler method for studying these large-seale . il'l'egularities, however, suffers from the faet that the Doppler tech nique, which is based on the rate of change of phase, is inherently in sensitive to weak, large-scale inegularities. Thus, it can be sL lOwn that the irregularities of figures 5 and 6 would produce an irregular distortion of the Doppler curve of magnitude about 0.1 cps and period roughly 40 sec. Since the rate of change of the 20-Mc signal is typically several cycles per second per secolld , it would be difficult to measure SUeLl distortion s accurately. The angle-of-arrival measurem ents, which are based on the rate of change of phase across the ground, are slso insensitive to weak, large-scale irregularities. In this case, it can be shown for the passes of figures 5 and 6 that the apparent position of t he radio satelli te would have varied irregularly, relative to its true position , by about 1 min of arc and with p eriod about 40 sec. Such irreg ular r efraction s would be difficult to measure accurately in an obj ect which is moving through as much as 100 min of are per second. W' e conclude, therefore, that the Faraday rotatioll method is likely to prove the most advantageous satellite method for the study of large-scale ionospheric irregularities, and that it offers important advantages over previous nonsatellite methods.
. Conclusions
The interpretation of the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of a satellite radio signal is at a relatively early stage of development. At the moment, the accuracy of measurements of subsatellite electron content is chiefly limited by uncertainty as to the total number of rotations. In the special case of a spherically stratified ionosph ere, or an ionospher e whose gradients are known, this ambiguity can b e largely removed. The technique i.s of con~i~l erabl e value for the study of large-scale IrregulantIes, the interpretation of which is largely indep endent of ambiguities in the total number of rotations. .
It may be expected that the Faraday-rotatlOnmethods ' wiLl be developed still further. In particular, it would be extremely valuable if a satellite specifically designed for the purpose could be launched. Such a satellite should include two transmitters on rather closely spaced frequencies in order to permit resolution of the rotation ambiguity. The satellite should be designed so thst the plane of polarization is unaffected by the rotation of the satellite, and some sensing mechanism should be available to define the orientation of the transmitting antenna. With such a satellite, it should be possible to measure th e subsatelli te electron content to an accuracy of about 1 percent, th e acemacy being limited primarily by uncertainties in the magnetic field within the ionosphere. Fmthermore, the sensitivity of the method to inegular variations in electron co ntent could b e considerably enhanced, particularly in the case of a sa.tellite in a geostationary orbit. For such a satellite, it should be possible to observe variations in the polarization rotation of (say) 0. 
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